HERITAGE-STYLE
FAR-AWAY BIRDING DESTINATIONS

2021
BULGARIA - Classic Spring Birding
APRIL 25TH – MAY 9TH, 2021

___________
CHILE

OCTOBER 27TH - NOVEMBER 2ND, 2021
NORTHERN CHILE - The Atacama Desert and the Chilean Altiplan0

NOVEMBER 2ND - 12TH, 2021
CENTRAL CHILE - The towering Andes and the Humboldt Current

NOVEMBER 12TH - 18TH, 2021
SOUTHERN CHILE - The Nothofagus Forests and Tierra de Fuego

NOVEMBER 19TH - 21ST, 2021
EASTER ISLAND - The oversized stone carvings of Rapa Nui Island

2022
JANUARY 14TH – 25TH, 2022
SOUTH KOREA - ‘A Festival of Cranes & Waterfowl’

___________
GEORGIA/AZERBAIJAN ‘Classic Spring Birding’
MAY 5TH – 17TH, 2022

___________

SPAIN - Fall Migration Birding amid a Storied History
SEPTEMBER 27TH – OCTOBER 10TH, 2022

__________
MEXICO - Yucatan Peninsula 'Birding from Reef to Ruins'
The most relaxed birding in all of Mexico...
DECEMBER 2ND - 12TH, 2022

HERITAGE-STYLE
FAR-AWAY BIRDING DESTINATIONS

2023
PUERTO RICO & NORTHERN LESSER ANTILLES
FEBRUARY 18TH – MARCH 5TH, 2023

__________

HERITAGE-STYLE BIRDING TOURS - Legacy offers this style of
tour in only a few select countries. Our criteria for picking
destinations is based on several necessary elements:
(1) an
interesting selection of birds, but not so many species that the
Heritage-Style becomes 'swamped' by a sense of duty toward finding
all of the new ones; (2) though birding remains the central focus of a
Heritage-Style tour, the daily program will incorporate a variety of
appealing activities such as historical and cultural interactions; (3)
there are always fewer 'moves' from one location to another, with
more interesting lodging along the way, as the pace of the tour is an
important element of a successful Heritage-Style Tour; and (4) most
meals are enjoyed while sitting down at a table, with very few picnic
lunches or cold breakfasts. As result of our adherence to these four
elements we find that the less interested friend, partner, or spouse
identifies this style of 'birding trip' as an absolute delight! We look
for countries that have a story to tell the visitor and the infrastructure
to welcome westerners easily. Within Mexico only the 'Yucatan Tour'
affords the infrastructure and cultural elements that allow for the
successful combination of searching for endemic birds and relaxing in
the Heritage-Style.

